Explosive Results of pH Fusion Tea
New Evidence on Trehalose based pH Fusion
Greater health benefits than originally believed possible
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What a wonderful world it would be IF we
were able to buffer the pH level to ~7.3, open
and shut the sodium ion gates in the cell
membrane, and inject nano-size multi-trace
minerals through the ion gates to stoke the
mitochondria. That would have profound
effects on all body chemistry, health, and the
immune system, should we be able to
accomplish that.
An acid state can lower body pH below 6.4
where enzymes do not function properly and
the digestive system malfunctions. Acid
decreases the ability to repair damaged cells
and illness is inevitable. Low pH results in
oxidation instead of oxygenation — rust
instead of regenerate. Lack of oxygen causes
glucose fermentation to lactic acid which
compounds illness and addiction.
The acid environment requires the body to
compensate by using alkaline minerals
supplemented in the diet or they will be
leached from bone. Osteoporosis and other
diseases become the natural course of events
which manifest as pain, arthritis, Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome, Fibromyalgia, Lupus, or
worse.
Cancer needs an acid / low oxygen
environment to survive and flourish. British
researchers treated patients with advanced
kidney disease and metabolic acidosis by
adding oral sodium to their protocol for two
years. The sodium slowed the rate of decline
in kidney function that resulted in 6.5%

required dialysis by the end of the study,
compared to 33% in the control group.
We welcome athletes to participate in our
Sports pH Fusion Tea Pilot Survey. This will
provide evaluation of increase in sustained
energy, improved performance, and reduced
lactic acid buildup.
We designed pH Fusion Tea to be safe,
nontoxic, and NOT raise blood pressure as
does the sodium in salt (sodium chloride).
Our research continues to indicate slowresponders, hyper-responders and a few nonresponders. Our objective is to always “Do No
Harm” and determine ways and means to
continue to have improved results and to
provide safety free from any drugs.
Doctors, researchers, and interested individuals
are welcome to help us gather more of our
growing data to evaluate health benefits from
the pH Fusion Tea Pilot Surveys. Individuals
who wish to participate with Matched Funding
may apply at http://PilotStudies.net.
No medical claims are made or intended and these statements have not been evaluated by the FDA.
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